Abstract-The trapdoor hash function plays essential role in constructing certain secure digital signature, and signature scheme that composed by trapdoor hash function is widely applied in different fields. However, the key exposure problem of trapdoor hash scheme has brought great distress. In this paper, an efficient trapdoor hash scheme without key exposure based on elliptic curve discrete logarithm is put forward and its security is analyzed, the scheme satisfies the five properties of trapdoor hash functions: effective calculation, trapdoor collision, collision resistance, key exposure resistance and semantic security. Through comparing and analyzing with the existing schemes, it shows that the proposed scheme, which has only multiplicative complexity and removes the operations of computing finite field element inverse, is more advantage in terms of safety and efficiency. Moreover, the scheme supports batch computation that it can greatly improve the efficiency of verification.
I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of trapdoor hash function concept is originally derived from the trapdoor commitment ideological proposed by Brassard et al [1] . A trapdoor hash function, also known as a chameleon hash function, was initially constructed by Krawczyk and Rabin [2] . A so-called chameleon hash function is a trapdoor one-way hash function with some special properties, which prevents everyone except the holder of the trapdoor information from computing the collisions for a randomly given input.
The trapdoor hash function plays essential role in constructing certain secure digital signature, and signature scheme that composed by trapdoor hash function is widely applied in different fields. Trapdoor hash function is originally used to design the chameleon signatures and undeniable signature [3] , at the same time, it provides the non-repudiation signature information and shall not transfer, thus it has very extensive application in copyright protection and the anonymous credit certificate [6] [7] [8] . In 1990, Even et al [4] first time proposed online / offline signature scheme. Later Shamir and Tauman [5] employed trapdoor hash function to develop a new mechanism, called "hash-sign-switch", that can be used to convert any kind of signature scheme into an online/offline signature scheme. In online/offline signature schemes, the signature process is divided into two stages offline and online. Offline phase refers to the signature of the message before sending, almost all the calculations are done in this stage, and the calculated results are stored. The phase after the signature of the message is given is the online stage, with news and offline phase calculated data as input, and generate signature after a small amount of computation. It can improve the response speed of signer after signature request arrives. After the message is given, with a small amount of calculation, it can quickly generate the signature, sign and return the results to the requester. Such schemes can be used for signature schemes that require high response speed, or equipment calculation ability is limited. In offline stage, calculation can be implemented by powerful computing equipment in the equipment free time, and the result can be stored. Message is given after only a small amount of calculation with quick response. There is no requirement for high computing capacity equipment, and even in a weak processor (such as a smart card), signature operation can also be done very fast. At present, the smart card is widely used in devices such as mobile phone, PDA, and bank card [9] [10] [11] 26] , so the online/offline signature has very important application value in reality. The difference between trapdoor hash function based on online/offline signature scheme and chameleon signature scheme is: a receiver has the trapdoor information in chameleon signature scheme; but the signer has the trapdoor information in online/offline signature scheme.
More recently, D. Schroeder et al [13] and S. Chandrasekhar et al [12] further extend the application of trapdoor hash function to construct stream authentication scheme. In [13] , the chameleon hash function is used to construct a data structure, and this data structure is called chameleon authentication tree (CAT). Based on the CAT, a very efficient verification algorithm is obtained. This scheme supports an exponential number of elements, efficient updates, and the items that in the database are publicly verifiable. As a second application of CAT, the paper constructed a new transformation from any onetime to many-time signature scheme that is more efficient than previously known solutions. In [12] , reference to the ideas of the online/offline signature scheme, the trapdoor hash function is applied to the signature amortization mechanism and composes a stream authentication scheme. The scheme can better resist packet loss and reduce the overhead of computation, storage and communication, and achieve efficient and real-time authentication of data stream.
Overall, the application of trapdoor hash function is very important and wide. However, there is a limitation that the signatures for different messages must use different trapdoor hash values, since the trapdoor hash function is used to compute the message digest in some signature schemes. Otherwise, if the signer tries to use the same hash value twice to obtain two signatures on two different messages, the recipient will obtain a hash collision and use it to recover the signer's trapdoor information, which is the signer's secret key. This problem is known as the key exposure problem of trapdoor hashing. The key exposure problem results in the compromise of the (private) trapdoor key in the presence of a pair of messages with the same trapdoor hash value.
In order to solve the key exposure problem and further improve the efficiency and security strength of the scheme, this paper is put forward a new efficient multiple-collision trapdoor hash scheme without key exposure based on elliptic curve discrete logarithm, and analyses the security and performance of the scheme. The proposed trapdoor hash scheme is a little more efficient in both hashing computation and collision computation through comparing with the existing schemes. Moreover, the scheme supports batch computation, thus it can greatly improve the efficiency of verification.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We begin with a discussion of related work in Section 2, and provide a new trapdoor hash function without key exposure based on Elliptic Curve (
We analyze the performance and security for the EDL MCTH − scheme in Section 4. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORK
Ateniese and de Medeiros [14] firstly addressed the key exposure problem of the trapdoor hash scheme in Financial Cryptography 2004, meanwhile, they proposed to use the identity-based chameleon hash function to solve the key exposure problem. The main idea of Ateniese and de Medeiros is based on the identity and a transaction to constructe one-time trapdoor information to solve the problem of key exposure, the trapdoor collision can only exposure one-time trapdoor information but cannot exposure long-term trapdoor information. The signature forgery can only let signature restore the trapdoor information related to the transactions in this scheme. So the signer will not be able to refuse the signature of any messages in other transactions, and will not exposure the key at the same time. But such theory only solves part of the problem of key compromise, because every transaction needs to change the recipient's public key. In the same year, Chen et al [15] used the bilinear that based on the Gap Diffie-Hellman groups to construct a chameleon hash function without key exposure for the first time. Later Ateniese and de Medeiros [16] improved the idea [14] and put forward three kinds of the chameleon hash functions without key exposure: one is based on bilinear pairings, the others two are based on the RSA assumption. In 2009, Gaoetal. [17] proposed a chameleon hash function of key exposure-free based on Schnorr signature. However, the program is an interactive protocol between the signer and the recipient, which is contrary to the originally defined chameleon hash function and signature schemes intended.
At present, to solve the problem of the key exposure of the trapdoor hash function it mainly has two methods: One method is through a short signature to construct the one-time key to solve the key exposure problems, such as literatures [14 -18, 27 ]. Another method is constructing different trapdoor element to solve the problem of key leak. Such as: in [19] [20] [21] , the trapdoor hash schemes of key exposure-free is constructed base on integer factorization assumption; in [22, 23] , a kind of special double trapdoor hash function is put forward, the key is divided into two parts: the key for a long time and the key for one-time; in [24] , multiple-collision trapdoor hash families was constructed, respectively, based on the DL and factoring; In [26] , the message authentication code (with the key concepts of the Hash function) was introduced to construct a three trapdoor Hash function base on the improved scheme [22] . Moreover, in [25] , Identity-Based Chameleon Hash Scheme without key exposure is put forward, this scheme contains three trapdoors, two trapdoors for a long time that give priority to the private key, key and ID . A one-time trapdoor to use ID label private key signature, which only leaks the same collision trapdoor. Above the trapdoor hash functions scheme are mainly used to construct chameleon signatures and online/offline signature. As the development of trapdoor hash function in different applications, the new requirements are put forward for the existing trapdoor hash schemes. Apparently there will be further studies of trapdoor hash schemes and how to improve the scheme according to the new application requirements.
III. A NEW TRAPDOOR HASH FUNCTION WITHOUT KEY EXPOSURE BASED ON ELLIPTIC CURVE
First of all, in this section , the formal definition of the trapdoor hash function without key exposure is introduced, and then a new key-exposure-free trapdoor hash scheme is put forward based on the improvement of [22, 23] .
A. Preliminaries
1) The assumptions of elliptic curve discrete logarithm Let p be a prime power. , then can find the long-term trapdoor key TK , with non-negligible probability.
Property 5: Semantic security. Let [ ] H X denote the entropy of a random variable X , and [ | ] H X Y the entropy of the variable X given the value of a random function Y of X . Semantic security means that the conditional entropy [m|C] H of the message given its trapdoor hash value C equals the total entropy [m] H of the message sapce.
C. An Efficient Multiple-collision Trapdoor Hash
Scheme without Key Exposure This section provides a new key-exposure trapdoor hash scheme based on the elliptic curve . , where p and q are 1024-bit and 160-bit primes.
· KeyGen :An entity uses the system public parameters params , to generate trapdoor/hash key pair 
IV. SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this session, the detailed security analysis of the proposed scheme in Section 3 is provided and its performance is compared with some classic shemes. ,then the problem is proved. In fact, the simple problem of collisions of the situations described in (a), is the famous key compromise problem mentioned in the introduction, by the above analysis that if given two pairs of messages to meet T T T T T respecting the operating time of a module multiplication, a module addition, a module subtraction, a module exponentiation, a module inverse.
A. EDL MCTH

−
Scheme Security Analysis
V. CONCLUSION
Trapdoor hash scheme plays a very important role in practical application due to its unique characters. But the traditional trapdoor hash scheme usually has key exposure problem [14] , which significantly limits its further application in practice. Therefore the keyexposure-free trapdoor hash scheme is critical for the study of the trapdoor hash scheme. In this paper, we propose an efficient key-exposure-free trapdoor hash scheme which is based on elliptic curve discrete logarithm. We prove that the proposed scheme satisfies the five properties of the trapdoor hash function. We also compare the key-exposure-free trapdoor hash scheme performance with the existing scheme. The analysis shows that the key-exposure-free trapdoor hash scheme is more efficient and applicable, since the scheme has only multiplicative complexity, removes the operations of computing finite field element inverse and supports batch validation.
